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An efficient connectivity-based method for multi-objective optimization applicable to
the design of marine protected area networks is described. Multi-objective network
optimization highlighted previously unreported step changes in the structure of optimal
subnetworks for protection associated with minimal changes in cost or benefit functions.
This emphasizes the desirability of performing a full, unconstrained, multi-objective
optimization for marine spatial planning. Brute force methods, examining all possible
combinations of protected and unprotected sites for a network of sites, are impractical
for all but the smallest networks as the number of possible networks grows as 2m,
where m is the number of sites within the network. A metaheuristic method based
around Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods is described which searches for the set of
Pareto optimal networks (or a good approximation thereto) given two separate objective
functions, for example for network quality or effectiveness, population persistence, or
cost of protection. The optimization and search methods are independent of the choice
of objective functions and can be easily extended to more than two functions. The speed,
accuracy and convergence of the method under a range of network configurations
are tested with model networks based on an extension of random geometric graphs.
Examination of two real-world marine networks, one designated for the protection of
the stony coral Lophelia pertusa, the other a hypothetical man-made network of oil and
gas installations to protect hard substrate ecosystems, demonstrates the power of the
method in findingmulti-objective optimal solutions for networks of up to 100 sites. Results
using network average shortest path as a proxy for population resilience and gene flow
within the network supports the use of a conservation strategy based around highly
connected clusters of sites.
Keywords: multi-objective optimization, Pareto optimal solution, marine protected area networks, random
geometric graph, connectivity, Markov Chain Monte Carlo, graph theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Connectivity of marine ecosystems is fundamental to survival,
growth, spread, recovery from damage and adaptation to
changing conditions, on ecological and evolutionary timescales
(James et al., 2002; Cowen and Sponaugle, 2009; Burgess et al.,
2014). Empirical evidence shows the benefits of connectivity
information to conservation management (Planes et al., 2009;
Olds et al., 2012). Knowledge of the characteristics of connectivity
is rapidly expanding, with recent studies using seascape genetics
approaches combining particle tracking in high resolution ocean
models with state-of-the art genetic techniques (Foster et al.,
2012; Teske et al., 2016; Truelove et al., 2017).
For marine conservation there is ongoing debate (see Cabral
et al., 2016) over the relative merits of prioritizing site protection
by network structure and connectivity (Kininmonth et al.,
2011; Watson et al., 2011; Berglund et al., 2012), or by intrinsic
patch characteristics such as habitat quality and extent (Carson
et al., 2011; López-Duarte et al., 2012; Cabral et al., 2016). The
conclusions can depend on the objectives and measures of
success. Cabral et al. (2016) found the most effective way to
maximize adult population was to base conservation on extent
and quality of habitat, ignoring connectivity. But Kininmonth
et al. (2011) used a quality measure based on metapopulation
persistence to advocate prioritizing groups of highly connected
reserves (hubs).
The current generation of computational tools for spatial
conservation prioritization, for example Marxan (Ball et al.,
2009), and Zonation (Moilanen et al., 2011; Lehtomäki
and Moilanen, 2013), can incorporate information on the
connectivity between spatially separate subpopulations common
in marine ecosystems in their optimization methods (Schill et al.,
2015; Magris et al., 2016). Other tools map static, area-based
measures of importance or centrality (Carroll et al., 2012)
across the landscape, these maps can be used subjectively in
spatial conservation prioritization. Further, a series of papers
by Jonsson, Jacobi and co-workers (Nilsson Jacobi and Jonsson,
2011; Berglund et al., 2012; Jonsson et al., 2016) used eigenvalue
perturbation theory to find an optimal subset of marine protected
areas (MPAs), given the total area to be protected, thatmaximized
the growth rate of the metapopulation. All of the above methods
require prior selection of the protected network size, quality or
cost; and site-based network centralities are generally calculated
on the full network and not updated based on the protected
subnetwork configuration. By pre-selecting a target quality or
cost value, these approaches greatly simplify the computational
task. This convenience comes with a dramatically impoverished
range of potential solutions accessible to the approach, and will
inevitably miss solutions which decision-makers would find
preferable, despite varying from the pre-selected target in one
objective.
Once the connections are mapped (or modeled), a “graph” of
nodes (sites or subpopulations) and directed edges (connections)
results. Optimal spatial conservation prioritization can then
make use of the rapidly expanding fields of network and
complexity theory. Many network metrics are appropriate
proxies for ecological processes and have been used in assessment
of existing or planned marine protected area (MPA) networks,
identifying the most important nodes for genetic material supply,
network robustness, stepping-stones to maintain connectivity,
and gaps (Treml et al., 2007; Rozenfeld et al., 2008; Andrello
et al., 2015; Fox et al., 2016). With a complex network such
static analysis is of limited use; inclusion or removal of a
single node from the network can have implications for the
function and importance of many other nodes. To produce more
robust information we need methods to search the vast space
of all possible subnetworks for those which give the optimal
combination of desired properties.
The problem considered here is one of multi-objective
optimization, where decisions need to be taken in the presence
of trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives, for
example maximizing network resilience while minimizing social
or economic costs. In a non-trivial multi-objective optimization
problem, there is no single solution that simultaneously
optimizes each objective. Instead there are a number of “Pareto
optimal” solutions (Miettinen, 1999), solutions where none
of the objectives can be improved without degrading some
of the others. The goal is to find the set of Pareto optimal
solutions, and quantify the trade-offs; a final solution would
incorporate additional unmodeled information together with
subjective preferences of stakeholders and expert human
decision makers.
Networks of marine reserves are designed for many objectives,
including socioeconomic, pragmatic and ecological—such as
species and habitats of concern, connectivity and ecosystem
function, natural and anthropogenic catastrophes (Leslie, 2005).
Here we use a site-based economic cost together with a network
metric—average shortest path—used as a proxy for network
resilience (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Manzano et al., 2015) to
characterize “small world” networks and interconnectedness
(Albert et al., 2000). Ecologically the average shortest path can
be considered a proxy for resilience and for gene flow, with
increasing gene flow potentially promoting adaptation (Tigano
and Friesen, 2016). While these methods and cost functions are
most naturally applicable to sessile benthic species with a pelagic
phase, the multi-objective optimization and search methods
presented are fully independent of the choice of objectives and
cost functions.
For small networks (20–30 sites), all possible network
configurations can be examined: beyond this scale, we need
search methods which converge more rapidly on the optimal
configurations. Here we describe a new metaheuristic search
method (Voß et al., 1999; Glover and Kochenberger, 2003), based
around Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods
(Gilks et al., 1995), and the expected properties of optimal
solutions, to efficiently search for Pareto optimal solutions to
multi-objective optimization problems. These methods are first
tested on model networks, based on random geometric graphs
(Penrose, 2003). These model graphs are a useful analog to
marine benthic networks and allow close control of network size
and connectivity (see Kininmonth et al., 2011 and Cabral et al.,
2016 for the use of graph models in MPA network studies). The
optimization methods are then applied to two marine network
optimization problems—the first aimed at conservation of
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natural populations, and the second at preserving connectivity
across a network of man-made structures.
Pareto frontiers have been investigated previously in the
context of marine spatial planning. Lester et al. (2013) discuss
how the Pareto frontier can be used to evaluate trade-offs among
ecosystem services. Meanwhile, Rassweiler et al. (2014) use
“black box” genetic algorithms to identify the Pareto frontiers in
optimization of fishing returns and population biomass. Here we
advance this work significantly, describing in detail for the first
time an efficient search method specifically designed to identify
the optimal configurations of connected marine networks in
marine spatial planning. The search method is tested on small
networks with known solutions to confirm convergence to the
correct Pareto optimal solution, it is then applied to larger model
networks and real-world connected marine networks. Crucially,
we examine the structure of the optimal subnetworks, compare
and contrast these with previous work and demonstrate the
power and value of the multi-objective optimization approach.
2. METHODS
2.1. The Sample Space
We consider selection of optimum subnetworks (or subgraphs)
for protection from a network (graph) of sites (nodes) connected
by directed weighted edges. In these subgraphs, each node
can be either included in (protected) or excluded from
(unprotected) the subgraph. Connections into and out of nodes
which are not in the subgraph are removed, assuming that
unprotected subpopulations are lost. Denoting the wider graph
GT = (VT ,ET) with nodes VT and edges ET , our sample space
is then all possible subgraphs GS = (VS,ES) with nodes VS and
edges ES where:
VS ⊆ VT (1)
and
ES = {{x, y} ∈ ET | x ∈ VS and y ∈ VS} (2)
We use m to represent the number of nodes in GT , and n for
the number of nodes in subgraph GS. The total possible number
of subgraphs, including both the full graph and the empty graph
(the size of the sample space) is 2m.
The assumption that unprotected sites are lost represents
an extreme case most applicable to highly vulnerable, slow-to-
recover species like cold-water corals. More generally, protected
and unprotected areas are intertwined, with spillover from
protected areas contributing to productivity elsewhere and
larvae produced in unprotected areas contributing to reserves
(Botsford et al., 2001; Almany et al., 2009). This could be
accounted for by reducing the weight of, rather than completely
removing, connections into and out of unprotected areas to
represent reduced larval production and recruitment.
2.2. Multi-Objective Optimization and
Pareto Optimal Solutions
We can define optimization functions (also referred to as “cost
functions”) on the protected subnetwork, some to be maximized
(e.g., connectivity, geographic range, diversity, resilience, fishing
returns, or biomass) and someminimized (e.g., costs to industry).
Plotting the output of such functions (Figure 1), we can draw
a “Pareto front,” connecting the Pareto optimal solutions. For
example, subnetworks are Pareto optimal if all subnetworks with
higher benefits cost more, or equivalently all lower cost networks
have lower benefits. Multiple solutions can lead to the same
point on the frontier but careful choice of objective functions can
minimize this possibility. If such cases occur, other criteria would
need to be used to make a final choice.
There is usually no single optimal solution. However the
shape of the Pareto front gives information on solutions which
may represent better, or preferred, choices. The center of convex
frontal regions (“A” in Figure 1) represent better solutions where
increased benefits require large cost increase, and cost can only
be decreased with large reductions in benefit; while the center
of concave regions (“B” in Figure 1) represent poorer solutions
(Lester et al., 2013). Multi-objective approaches are always an
enhancement over single-objective approaches; if automated
return of a single solution is desired, then this is available by
applying any desired single-objective function to those in the
Pareto set; if not, a human decision maker, with input from
stakeholders, can inspect the trade-off surface and make a
well-informed decision (see Cabral et al., 2017 for a discussion
of trade-off analysis). The Pareto front idea can be extended to
optimizing more conditions, but becomes difficult to visualize;
for example, with three functions the Pareto front will in general
be a surface, and with N + 1 functions the Pareto front could be
N-dimensional.
For small networks we can examine all possible subnetworks,
finding the optimal solutions by “brute force.” However, the
number of possible subnetworks, 2m, very quickly becomes
unmanageably large. For larger networks we need an efficient
search method to locate the Pareto-optimal solutions.
2.3. Search for Pareto Optimal Solutions
The broad field of optimization is concerned with efficiently
finding good solutions to problems with non-trivial cost
functions. With the exception of some special cases (such
as minimal-spanning tree problems, or unconstrained linear
systems), optimization algorithms do not guarantee finding true
optima, but aim for the best solutions attainable in reasonable
time, which in practice—when the algorithm is well-engineered
for the problem at hand—tend to be either optimal or near-
optimal. In the remainder of this section we will use “optimal” as
shorthand for “optimal or near-optimal.”
A range of optimization methods are available, categorized in
terms of the structural nature of the target problem. For example,
when the problem can be formulated in terms of differentiable
functions of real-valued parameters, “gradient methods” from
mathematical optimization can be used (Snyman, 2005); when
the problem can be formulated in terms of linear functions of
discrete variables, methods from operations research can be used
(Hillier and Lieberman, 2015). Although approaches exist to
extend the reach of techniques from operations research and
mathematical optimization, further categories of optimization
method have wider applicability. Prominent among the latter
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of a Pareto front (red line), with a function to be
minimized (labeled “cost”) on the x−axis and a second function (labeled
“benefit”), to be maximized, on the y−axis. Each blue dot represents a
possible solution. The points along the Pareto front are Pareto-optimal
solutions from which the benefit cannot be increased without increasing the
cost; and cost cannot be reduced without reducing benefits. Convex sections
of the front (“A”) represent locally preferred solutions. Concave sections (“B”)
represent locally poorer solutions.
are “metaheuristic” approaches (Voß et al., 1999; Glover and
Kochenberger, 2003), which can be used to find optimal solutions
in problems of arbitrary structure. To ensure that we do not
constrain the cost-functions that may be used to evaluate MPA
solutions, we design our algorithm from among the latter
approaches.
Metaheuristic approaches are “black box” optimizers: the
design of an algorithm does not rely on properties of the
function(s) to be optimized; this is key to their wide applicability.
A metaheuristic search process is guided primarily by the cost
function values of solutions evaluated earlier in the process.
A fundamental insight that guides search in metaheuristic
algorithms is that solutions that are close in terms of their
design parameters will often be close in terms of their cost
function values; thus, in order to seek better solutions, it will
be fruitful to sample new solutions close to the best ones found
so far. Metaheuristic algorithms also devote some of their
search effort to mechanisms that “explore” the search space by
evaluating samples that are distant from the areas currently being
exploited. Among the wide variety of metaheuristic approaches
that could be applied, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
frameworks provide arguably the most principled approach
toward balancing exploitation and exploration. We therefore use
ideas and methods from MCMC sampling to converge toward
Pareto-optimal solutions from random initial estimates.
MCMC sampling centers on the concept of a “Markov Chain,”
a sequence of connected “moves” through the sample space.
In the current context, a “move” represents stepping from one
MPA network A to another network B which is “close” to A;
for example, A and B may share many sites in common. A
sequence of such moves is often termed a (random) “walk.”
In standard MCMC sampling, a walk is performed from a
random starting position, and the new solution at each step
along the walk is evaluated; steps along the walk may be rejected
if they fail a stochastic test based on the cost/benefit values
(in which case we stay at the current position and consider
an alternative step). When MCMC is used for optimization
(Strens, 2003; Lecchini-Visintini et al., 2010) (rather than for
characterizing complex sample distributions; Gilks et al., 1995;
Gamerman and Lopes, 2006), the stochastic test boosts the
probability of moves toward high-quality regions of the search
space. However the standard scheme often leads to slow or poor
convergence since single chains can get trapped in suboptimal
areas. An alternative approach is to use a collection of parallel
walks to reduce the chance of suboptimal convergence (Craiu
et al., 2009). We adopt this multiple walk approach, in part
because it naturally promises highly effective speedup on parallel
architectures, which may be necessary for large-scale MPA
scenarios. In addition we repeatedly refresh these walks by
restarting at positions on the best-so-far Pareto set; repeated
restarts is common in parallel-walk MCMC algorithms (Martino
et al., 2014; Garthwaite et al., 2016), while the idea of repeatedly
exploiting the current approximation to the Pareto set borrows
from prominent and successful “many-objective” optimization
methods (Corne and Knowles, 2007). Finally, in our algorithm
design we simplify the individual walks by omitting the use of a
stochastic test, and simply accepting all moves along the walk.
As we discovered in preliminary experiments, this was more
successful than using a standard MCMC approach; although
individual walks have an increased chance of wandering away
from promising areas, this is balanced by the repeated restarts,
which emphasise exploitation of the current Pareto set. We
complete our description of the algorithm by describing details
of the moves and structure, along with full pseudocode.
First consider possible choices of random steps. From any
subnetwork we could take a step to any one of the other 2m − 1
subnetworks. A useful choice of step balances exploration of
the local neighborhood with the ability to traverse the whole
space in reasonable time. The simplest choice of step is the
switching of a single randomly selected node between in and
out of the network or vice versa. This fits our conditions: while
allowing exploration of “nearby” space, a walker taking such
steps could reach any subnetwork from any other in at most
m steps. Computationally this also has the potential advantage
of rapid evaluation of network metrics with just the addition
or removal of a single node. This will be our random step, the
node to switch is selected using a uniformly distributed random
number.
Second, to maintain pressure toward encountering solutions
that will advance beyond the current Pareto set, we need to
keep our random walkers in the vicinity of the better solutions
found so far. In a preliminary version of the algorithm we used
the recognized MCMC optimization approach in which a move
was only accepted if it passed a stochastic test. However, in our
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final algorithm design, every move in a walk is accepted, and
the pressure toward optimal solutions instead comes from the
multiple walker framework, as described next.
The algorithm operates by running repeated series of
parallel but independent random walks. Initially, a simple
random search is done to obtain an initial Pareto set of
solutions. Then, starting from a subset of these solutions,
k independent random walks are launched, each lasting for
s steps, updating the current Pareto set according to the
solutions evaluated along the way. This set of independent
random walks is repeated, each time starting each walk from
a randomly selected sample in the current Pareto set, until a
termination criterion is reached. Effectively, the dynamically
changing Pareto set acts to repeatedly select, prune or “multiply”
search trajectories. Trajectories that did not contribute the
Pareto set become “pruned,” those that do contribute may be
multiplied.
Result: Set of Pareto optimal subnetworks, P
randomly select an initial set of subnetworks, G;
evaluate objective functions on G;
find initial set of Pareto optimal subnetworks, P, on G;
/* discard, or ‘prune’, suboptimal
subnetworks */
G := P;
repeat
foreach subnetwork in G do
/* ‘split’ walks */
launch k (k ≥ 1) MCMC walks foreach walk do
take s (s ≥ 1) steps;
foreach step do
add the new subnetwork to G;
evaluate objective functions on the new
subnetwork;
end
end
end
find set of Pareto optimal subnetworks, P, on G;
/* ‘prune’ suboptimal subnetworks */
G := P;
until converged;
/* e.g. no new Pareto optimal
subnetworks found for some time */
Note that while this method must converge eventually,
there is no guarantee that it converges to the correct,
global, Pareto optimal solutions. Use of a larger set
of initial random subnetworks, and more steps, s, in
each walk reduces the chance of converging to a locally
optimal solution. The efficiency of the method relies on
the use of well-behaved, rather than noisy, optimization
functions which vary slowly with choice of nodes in the
subnetwork.
2.4. Cost Functions
To examine the use of connectivity in network optimization, we
use a connectivity-based objective function—a proxy for network
resilience and gene flow—and a simple site-based cost function.
The merits of these objective functions and further possible
choices of function are discussed in section 4.
2.4.1. Costs
For the model networks (section 2.5) and the decommissioning
example (section 2.6.2) sites are considered to have equal cost so
a network of k sites has a cost of k.
MPA network proposals often include industry-based
estimates of financial costs to fishing, shipping, renewable
energy, oil and gas, and mining industries. For the Scottish MPA
network (section 2.6.1) these costs are available from the Business
and Regulatory Impact Assessments (BRIAS) conducted as part
of the Scottish Government MPA consultation (http://www.
gov.scot/Topics/marine/marine-environment/mpanetwork) or
Impact Assessments produced for consideration as a Special Area
of Conservation (SAC) under the EU Habitats Directive 1992
(http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-4524). Here we use estimates of
ongoing management costs and costs to the fishing industry from
these Impact Assessments as most relevant to the protection
of Lophelia pertusa. Upper cost estimates to fishing were used,
representing the removal of all bottom-contacting fishing from
protected sites. Where such estimates were not available (Hatton
Bank, North West Rockall Bank and South East Rockall Bank),
an estimate from a similar nearby site was used, weighted by
site area. To these we add an average annual management cost,
obtained from the SAC Impact Assessments, of £50,000 per
year for each site. We do not claim these costs as complete or
authoritative, a rigorous cost analysis would be required in a
practical application. The estimated costs here cover a realistic
range and serve to demonstrate the optimization method.
In the North Sea decommissioning example (section 2.6.2)
minimum financial cost and maximum network connectivity
may both be achieved by leaving all platforms in place. But
this solution could have reputational costs to government and
industry: under Decision OSPAR 98/3 Disposal of Disused
Offshore Installations for parties contract to the OSPAR
Convention, all topsides and substructure are to be fully
removed with few exceptions for derogation. Policy change to
leave installations in place could be perceived as motivated by
cost-cutting rather than environmental concerns. Additionally,
leaving installations in place, either wholly or partially, could
restrict the opportunity for growth in the fisheries industry, so it
is reasonable to consider the number of installations left in the
network as a “cost” to be minimized.
2.4.2. Benefits
Average shortest path, the smallest distance to travel between any
two sites in a network averaged over all pairs of sites, is one of a
suite of network metrics used as indicators of network robustness
(Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Manzano et al., 2015). Also used
to characterize “small world” networks and interconnectedness
(Albert et al., 2000), ecologically, the average shortest path gives
an idea of the gene flow through a network, increased gene
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flow can promote adaptation (Tigano and Friesen, 2016). Here,
the average shortest path metric is calculated for each protected
subnetwork GS being considered. To avoid only selecting for the
smallest fully connected networks (two nodes with a connection
in both directions), we make small modifications to the standard
average shortest path calculation. Firstly, we calculate the average
shortest path over all the pairs of sites in the full network GT ,
having first removed all connections into and out of nodes
which are not in the protected subnetwork GS. This assumption
could be relaxed to instead reduce the weight of connections to
and from unprotected sites (see for example Nilsson Jacobi and
Jonsson, 2011). Secondly, if there is no possible path between
a pair of nodes we define the shortest path to be D, longer
than the distance across the full network. Finally, in the real-
world examples we include self-connections in the shortest path
lengths, these represent return of larvae to the source site.
We include edge weights in the average shortest path, where
the edge eij, from xi to xj, has weight wij and corresponding
length dij. The edge length is calculated directly for the model
networks as described in section 2.5. For the real-world networks
the larval connectivity modeling gives estimates of the relative
probability of a link between any two sites, i.e., edge weights wij,
where 0 ≤ wij < 1. Weights are converted to distances using
dij = log
1
wij
, (3)
this maintains the natural interpretation of the probability of a
link along a chain
d13 = d12 + d23 = log
1
w12w23
. (4)
2.5. Model Networks
Various graph models have been used in studies of marine
connectivity. Kininmonth et al. (2011) explores many types
including minimally connected, nearest neighbor, small-world,
geometric, random, and scale free graphs. Considering the
physical processes underlying benthic ecological networks
we use a modification of random geometric graphs (Penrose,
2003). Random geometric graphs have nodes randomly
distributed in geometric space with connections between
pairs of nodes separated by less than a specified distance.
Benthic subpopulations can appear to be randomly distributed,
although distribution is governed by water depths, substrates,
local watermass properties, hydrodynamics, food and nutrient
delivery, and human pressures. The fixed radius of connections
in random geometric graphs models turbulent transport and
random swimming of pelagic larvae in the absence of mean
flows. Here we refine the definition to introduce a directional
bias to the connections, analogous to the common situation of
populations within a mean flow. The advantage of model graphs
is we can control size and connectivity of the network for a
thorough test of the search and optimization methods.
While this form of graph is chosen primarily to model the
common form of sessile benthic species with a pelagic larval
phase and a metapopulation/subpopulation structure, similar
model graphs—which consist purely of nodes and weighted
connecting edges—could easily be constructed to represent
species with direct development or continuous distribution. The
optimization approach described is general and applicable to any
network configuration.
We construct such graphs,GT(VT ,ET), (Figure 2) with nodes,
VT , and edges, ET , in 2-d geometric, (x, y), space. Here m nodes
were positioned randomly on the plane x ∈ [0, 1], y ∈ [0, 1].
With spreading distance r (in time t) and uniform flow u, with
associated displacement s in time t (in the positive x−direction)
each node (xi, yi) was connected to all nodes (xj, yj) according to
{(xi, yi), (xj, yj)} ∈ ET
⇐⇒
√
(xj − xi − s)2 + (yj − yi)2 ≤ r ∀ j 6= i (5)
Each node (xi, yi) is connected to all other nodes (xj, yj) that lie
within distance r of the point (xi + s, yi). The separation length
dij is the distance from the spreading center (xi + s, yi) to node
(xj, yj). That is
dij =
√
(xj − xi − s)2 + (yj − yi)2. (6)
2.6. Example Real-World Networks
Two real-world cases are tested: the Scottish MPA network and
a man-made network of oil and gas installations in the North
Sea, with connectivity matrices derived from larval dispersal
modeling (Fox et al., 2016).
2.6.1. Scottish MPA Network
In Scottish waters MPAs have been designated for the protection
of cold-water coral L. pertusa (Roberts et al., 2006). The
weighted larval connections have been modeled by Fox et al.
(2016), Figure 3. This is a small network of 12 sites so we
can easily evaluate objective functions for all possible network
configurations, finding the true Pareto optimal solutions by brute
force. Estimates of costs for each site, determined as described in
section 2.4.1 are shown in Table 1.
2.6.2. North Sea Oil and Gas Installation
Decommissioning Scenario
Within the North Sea, oil and gas platforms form a man-made
network providing hard substrates generally unavailable in the
North Sea away from the coasts. These platforms are colonized by
benthic species (Roberts, 2002) including hard corals (L. pertusa),
soft corals (Alcyonium digitatum), mussels (Mytilus edulis),
barnacles (Chirona hameri) and anemones (Metridium sessile).
Many installations are reaching the decommissioning stage, so
work is ongoing to quantify the contribution of this man-made
network to North Sea biodiversity and interconnectedness of this
new man-made ecosystem (Henry et al., 2018). It is interesting
therefore to examine scenarios where some of the substructure is
left in place to form artificial reefs of hard substrate ecosystems.
Particle tracking experiments simulating larval connectivity
among the installations were done using the Lagrangian
TRANSport model (LTRANSv.2b, North et al., 2011) with a
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FIGURE 2 | Modified random geometric networks of 20 nodes (A) and 50 nodes (B). Edge connections are toward the thickened end of the line. Parameters used in
the construction: (a) m = 20, r = 0.17, s = 0.085; (b) m = 50, r = 0.15, s = 0.085.
FIGURE 3 | Estimated connectivity of Scottish MPA network for L. pertusa
from Fox et al. (2016). (A) Map of the network. (B) Diagram of the connectivity.
Connection direction is toward the thickened end of the edge. Site name
abbreviations are listed in Table 1.
high resolution configuration of the Nucleus for European
Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) for the North West European
Shelf, the NEMO-AMM60 (Atlantic Margin Model 1⁄60 degree,
TABLE 1 | Estimated annual costs associated with Scottish MPAs (thousands of
£).
MPA Abbr. Cost £k
Hatton Bank HB 645
South-East Rockall Bank SAC SERB 120
East Rockall Bank ERB 190
North West Rockall Bank NWRB 215
Anton Dohrn Seamount ADS 50
Rosemary Bank Seamount RBS 323
East Mingulay EM 117
Darwin Mounds DM 180
Wyville Thomson Ridge WTR 357
Faroe-Shetland Sponge Belt FSSB 614
Central Fladen CF 1,167
Norwegian Boundary Sediment Plain NBSP 50
Guihou et al., 2018). Here, 100 particles were released daily
during 14 days (February 15 to 28, 2010) at the location of each
installation and tracked for 40 days, near the upper limit of the
pelagic larval duration for the shallow-water species observed
on North Sea oil platforms. Particle trajectories were evaluated
for settlement inside 1 km diameter circular polygons centerd
at the subsea structures. The full network consists of over
1,000 installations, too many for the optimization method to
converge in reasonable time, so we consider a gridded network
of 104, 0.5 × 0.5 degree areas (Figure 4). Connections and
connection weights in the gridded network are accumulated
from the connections between all pairs of platforms in each grid
cell.
All methods were implemented in python in Jupyter
notebooks, an example is included as Supporting Information.
Graph theory metrics were calculated using the networkX
package and results plotted using the matplotlib
package.
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FIGURE 4 | The network of connected North Sea oil and gas installations
gridded at 0.5 by 0.5 degrees. Directed connections are thickened in the
direction of travel.
3. RESULTS
First we show the multivariate optimization for small networks
where we can use brute force to examine all possible networks,
and then we test the more efficient search method and using it to
examine two larger networks.
3.1. Small Networks—Brute Force
Figure 5 shows the Pareto optimal solutions for the 20-node
model network in Figure 2. The Pareto front (Figure 5A) has a
uniform slope (away from the extremes) suggesting no optimal
solutions are to be preferred over others (final selection would
require a decision maker and stakeholder input). Figure 5B
shows the make-up of each optimal solution, highlighting which
nodes are included. Each optimal solution is built around a
core of the best connected nodes, gradually expanding with
the addition of nodes as costs are increased, with the poorly
connected sites on the edges selected last (maps of all optimal
networks are included in Supporting Information). Figure 5C
shows that for each possible network size a single optimal
network has been identified, except for single node solutions
where none are optimal. The use of at least one optimization
function that does not return identical values for any two distinct
network configurations ensures the uniqueness of each optimal
solution.
The Scottish MPA network uses a node-dependent cost
function and also includes larval retention (or “self-loops”) in
the analysis (Figure 6). The Pareto front is less smooth than
for the model networks, and the inclusions of a variable cost
function produces many more points on the front. We note from
Figure 6A that firstly, the bulk of the possible networks lie far
from the optimal solutions, and secondly, changes in gradient
of the Pareto front can be used to identify locally “preferred”
optimal solutions, as described in section 2.3. These are the
solutions that would be most valued by decision-makers. The
structure of four of these preferred optimal subnetworks, are
shown in Figure 7. The preferred optimal subnetworks are
built around a central core of nodes, excluding those on the
periphery. This central core of nodes begins with Anton Dohrn
Seamount (ADS), East Rockall Bank (ERB), North West Rockall
Bank (NWRB), and South East Rockall Bank (SERB) before
expanding northeastwards to include Rosemary Bank Seamount
(RBS), Darwin Mounds (DM) and Wyville Thomson Ridge.
The inclusion of Norwegian Boundary Sediment Plain (NBSP)
in these “preferred” solutions is interesting. Even though it is
unconnected to the other protected sites it is included because
it is low-cost and retains a significant proportion of the larvae it
produces, thus adding to overall network resilience. The priority
for protection suggested by these “preferred” results is based on
a mix of cost and connectivity.
3.2. Larger Networks—Metaheuristic
Search
For larger networks we use the metaheuristic search. First we
tested this method to recalculate the optimal solutions for the
small networks in section 3.1. In all cases the true global optimal
solution was reached in much reduced time (results for the 20-
node model network are in Supporting Information). For the
20-node model networks, the correct solution is reached while
examining fewer than 0.005% of the possible solutions. The
efficiency savings increase with network size.
The results of the optimal solution search for the 50-node
network (Figure 2B) are shown in Figure 8. The search was
ended when no new optimal solutions had been found for 100
iterations, when only 65,000 of a possible 250 solutions had been
examined. It is not possible to prove that this is the correct
solution, but it passes some simple checks, the set of optimal
solutions found is unaffected by the initial random selection.
The set of optimal solutions has features which were not
observed in the smaller networks. Most notably, a step change
in the structure of the network is visible in Figure 8B between
Pareto optimal solutions with index numbers 22 and 23, with
most of the protected nodes in solution number 22 being
unprotected in solution 23. There is a second smaller such step
change between solutions index 38 and 39. The full network
has two well-connected clusters, one for nodes with y > 0.4
and the other for y < 0.4. The cluster of sites with smaller y
values (“southern” sites) is better connected but smaller – so the
smaller optimal networks are selected from these sites. But there
is a tipping point at 23 sites, where there are no more southern
sites to select. Rather than adding northern sites to the southern
network, the whole optimal network switches to the northern
cluster (Figures 9A,B).
Also observe the change in gradient of the front at 29–30
protected nodes (Figure 8A), here the addition of a few more
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FIGURE 5 | (A) All possible cost/average shortest path function pairs (“solutions,” blue dots) for the network in Figure 2A. The Pareto optimal solutions lie on the red
line. (B) Node structure of the Pareto optimal solutions. Each row represents an optimal subnetwork, each column a network node. Black filled squares are nodes
included in the optimal subnetwork. The “Pareto optimal solution index” (y-axis) is a numbering of the optimal subnetworks, from smallest (single node) to largest (full
network), used in the text to refer to individual solutions. The network sizes are shown in (C). Data for this plot were found by brute force, examining all
220 = 1, 048, 576 possible networks.
FIGURE 6 | (A) Cost and average shortest path length for all subnetworks of the Scottish MPA network shown in Figure 3 (blue dots). The red line links the Pareto
optimal points. The open circles indicate the locally “better” solutions—lower cost and shorter average shortest path—on the Pareto front. Panels (B,C) are the
composition (B) and cost (C) of the Pareto optimal subnetworks as described for Figure 5. Site name abbreviations (x-axis in B) are listed in Table 1.
protected nodes causes relatively little improvement in average
shortest path. This occurs as the subnetwork of northern nodes
is complete and further network expansion requires inclusion
of sites on both sides of the weak connection around y = 0.4
(Figures 9C,D).
Figure 10 shows results for the real-world network of oil and
gas installations in the North Sea (section 2.6.2). A stable set of
Pareto optimal solutions here was obtained by examining about
250,000 of the possible 2104 solutions.
This real-world set of Pareto optimal solutions contains
many of the features described for the model network: a
step change in structure (at solution number 45, Figure 10B)
and locally preferred solutions (convex front around 40
and 75 sites, Figure 10A). The step change is again caused
by northern and southern networks with poor connections
between, the optimal subnetwork doesn’t switch fully between
clusters with increasing size, but switches from entirely
southern sites to a combination of southern and northern
sites (Figure 11). The preferred solutions at around 40
protected sites (Figure 10A) occur just before this step
change. The slow-down in average shortest path improvement
as more sites are protected after 75 sites occurs because the
remaining unprotected sites are poorly-connected peripheral
sites.
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FIGURE 7 | Four of the “preferred” Pareto-optimal solutions (indicated by the circles in Figure 6A) for the Scottish MPA network (Figure 3) in order of increasing cost
(A–D). Red and pink circles show sites included in and excluded from the network, respectively.
FIGURE 8 | Estimated Pareto front for the 50-node network. (A) Successive iterative estimates of the Pareto front (solid colored lines) with blue dots showing
computed values of average shortest path for each network. (B) The structure of the Pareto optimal solutions and, (C) the number of nodes in each Pareto optimal
solution. Notice the region of slightly “better” (convex front shape in A) solutions around 30 nodes and the sharp changes in structure of the 50-node Pareto optimal
solution between solution index numbers 22 and 23, and again between 38 and 39 in panel (B).
4. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the effectiveness and advantages
of multivariate optimization of the selection of sites in
networks of MPAs and man-made structures based on
Pareto optimal sets. Such methods allow examination of
trade-offs to inform decision-making. As the number of
possible network configurations grows very rapidly with
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FIGURE 9 | Pareto-optimal subnetworks, bright red nodes are included in the network, light red are excluded. Panels (A,B) show the networks either side of the
subnetwork structural discontinuity at solution 22 in Figure 8B. There is a step change in optimal network structure with the addition of just a single site to the optimal
solution, from exclusively “southern” sites (y < 0.4) to exclusively on “northern” sites (y > 0.4). Panels (C,D) show the optimal subnetworks around the change in
gradient in the Pareto front at 29 nodes (Figure 8A). Subnetworks of more than 30 nodes must include sites from both the “northern” and “southern” groups and the
average shortest path improves more slowly.
network size, an efficient method of estimating the set
of optimal solutions is required. We take a metaheuristic
approach, suited to problems of arbitrary cost function
structure, to ensure that we do not limit or constrain the
potential cost-functions that may be used to evaluate MPA
solutions.
The multivariate optimization locates step changes in the
structure of the optimal network for small variations in cost
functions. These step changes were not observed in the shape
of the Pareto front, but require examination of the optimal
subnetwork structure. In theory the optimal subnetwork of n+ 1
sites may be quite different from that of n sites, the present study
demonstrates that this is a common eventuality.
The methods also allow identification of “preferred” optimal
solutions, particularly with larger networks and more detailed
cost functions. These are solutions where increasing cost
(or adding sites) produces minimal increase in benefit, and
cost cannot be reduced (more sites unprotected) without a
disproportionately large reduction in benefit. This identification
of gradients in objective function trade-off space is a clear
advantage of the multi-criteria approach.
While the optimization approach is suited to arbitrary
cost function structure, the results described are based on
a specific pair of objective functions: a simple site-based
economic cost function and a connectivity-based function—
the average shortest path. These functions were chosen for
their relevance to the real-world cases considered, design of
networks for protection of long-lived benthic populations
where the primary threats are catastrophic anthropogenic
damage.
The model and real-world examples presented are based on
benthic species with sessile adult phase and at least partially
pelagic larval phase. This choice was motivated by problems of
conservation and management in the deep sea where this life-
cycle is thought to be ubiquitous, although the method is more
generally applicable. Deep-sea benthic sediment communities
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FIGURE 10 | As Figure 8 for the network of oil and gas installations in the North Sea, Figure 4. (A) Estimates of the Pareto front. (B) The Pareto optimal solutions
and, (C) the number of nodes in each Pareto optimal solution. The estimate of the Pareto optimal solutions here was found by examining 250, 000 of the possible
2104 subnetworks. Notice the step change in Pareto optimal subnetwork structure, visible around solution index 45 to 47 in panel (B). The optimal subnetworks
around this index are illustrated in Figure 11.
FIGURE 11 | Selected Pareto-optimal subnetworks of the North Sea gridded network, either side of the structural discontinuity at solution 45–47 (45–47 nodes
protected) in Figure 10B. (A) optimal solution with 45 nodes protected; (B) 47 nodes protected. Bright red nodes are included in the subnetwork, light red are
excluded.
are dominated by polychaetes, crustaceans, molluscs and
echinoderms, with cnidarians and sponges dominant on hard
substrates (Gage and Tyler, 1991). Young (2003) reviews
the knowledge of embryogenesis and larval development of
these groups in the deep sea. The most common larval life
history pattern in all groups is thought to contain a pelagic
phase of some length (Pechenik, 1999), either lecithotropic
(not feeding, generally shorter duration) or planktotrophic
(feeding, generally longer duration). Bradbury et al. (2008) also
reviews data on marine fishes, including deep sea species, where
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again the most common life history includes a pelagic larval
phase.
The use of average shortest path here as a proxy for network
resilience is a simplification of the ecosystem andmetapopulation
dynamics. However, the results closely support the conclusions of
other work based on more detailed metapopulation persistence
models. Kininmonth et al. (2011) found that for network
persistence, protection needs to prioritize “hubs” or “clusters”
with high connectivity. The optimization results of Nilsson Jacobi
and Jonsson (2011) suggest a similar strategy, but they imposed
an arbitrary limit on the number of sites in each “cluster”
to be protected, resulting in a wider distribution of sites
in their optimal solution. Hastings and Botsford (2006)
show theoretically that only patterns of reproduction and
connectivity which eventually lead to descendants returning to
the patch from which they originate contribute to persistence.
The results from the average shortest path proxy used here
support this idea that such “strongly connected” clusters are
given priority. The use of a weighted shortest path metric
and inclusion of self-connections suggests optimal networks
may contain isolated sites where large numbers of larvae are
retained.
While these comparisons provide support for the use of
average shortest path as a proxy for network persistence,
connectivity is only part of metapopulation dynamics, and
the aim of conservation planning is to ensure metapopulation
persistence across a range of species (Kininmonth et al., 2011).
Connectivity data must be used together with other data.
Connectivity does not represent habitat quality, diversity of
habitat types, and species diversity, among other factors. A focus
on high connectivity doesn’t necessarily ensure persistence and
might decrease resilience if it leads to clumped networks on
spatial scales analogous to disturbance scales (Game et al., 2008;
Levin and Lubchenco, 2008; Almany et al., 2009).
We also assume throughout that connectivity is constant
in time, even though on short timescales stochasticity in
connectivity patterns in marine systems is common (Hogan
et al., 2012; Fox et al., 2016) and on multi-decadal timescales the
circulation of the North Sea could change (Holt et al., 2018).
While this constant in time assumption is probably appropriate
for the species considered here—benthic species with lifespans
that are long compared to the dominant short-term variability of
the currents but short compared to the climatic variability of the
currents—it may be less valid for short-lived fish species or for
connectivity in future climate scenarios.
The current work considers optimization of a network for
a single species in isolation, in practice marine conservation
is still often based around these individual, often vulnerable,
habitat-forming, species (for example the Scottish MPA process
above). In such cases, the full, unconstrained, multi-objective
optimization approach would provide important information to
help guide conservation planning when considered alongside
other data and input from stakeholders and planning decision-
makers. It must be stressed that the multiobjective optimization
and search methods described are completely independent of the
choice of objective functions.
Alternative objective functions could be based on meta-
population or meta-community models incorporating
species-species interactions and many factors determining
population persistence, including stochastic effects (Hanski
and Gilpin, 1991; Guichard et al., 2004). The major difficulty
using these models in multiobjective optimization is the
computational load incurred by the need to run the model on
many subnetworks.
Additional objective functions can also easily be added to the
optimization as Pareto-optimal solutions can be also calculated
for more than two functions. The disadvantages are that the front
becomes difficult to visualize and many more Pareto optimal
points will typically exist, slowing the search. The addition of
further functions could be used to extend the method to multiple
species (with individual connectivity matrices), or include
factors such as network spatial scale, or site-based habitat quality
measures. These extensions are beyond the scope of the current
work and will be the subject of further studies.
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